THE    POST
in a trap, seated and staring at you, you would not know that
life existed in this void.
*
Insensibly, nevertheless, things changed. They changed so
gradually that their alteration was imperceptible. Bit by bit
this silence that had been so remedial, that had soothed me and
laid to rest my frayed nerves, began to seem to me a weight.
The horizon was closing in round me. The prison, once so
radiantly peaceful, was now unveiling its true face. The visits
of the Eskimos grew more rare and the solitude grew longer.
But more than this, an almost physical operation of shrinking
was going on. I who had come from Outside had first been
enclosed by the Arctic. Then my horizon had contracted to the
limits of Gjoa Haven; from Gjoa Haven the circle had been re-
duced to the dimensions of the Post; and now, in the dead of
the polar winter, the line I hesitated to cross was drawn in a
radius of five feet round the stove. It seemed to me to be true
as much of Gibson as of me, that we were forced more and more
to retire into ourselves, to live spiritually upon our own re-
sources; and the flame of life within us withdrew farther and
farther into a secret hiding-place, our heartbeats grew slower
and slower. The day would come when we should have to
shake ourselves to keep them from stopping altogether. Sunk
deep in this well of silence, we were being stifled by it, we were
at the bottom of a pit out of which it was inconceivably difficult
to draw ourselves. And yet the re-emergence into the air, into
life, had to be attempted.
One hesitated to go out. Winter was really shutting us in.
And where go? One might venture out of doors for a bit, but
that was all. The whole day long, that 'thing,9 as we called it,
had waxed and grown in intensity. The wind had become
squall, the squall storm. When you went out to scrape the snow
off the windows — not so much for the little light that might
come through, but because to see that pale grey glow made
breathing easier indoors— you lowered your head and fought
the violent air.
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